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To evaluate any evidence that has been evaluated by the RFLP technique requires a
quantitative match criterion. There are many different match criteria currently in use by
different forensic laboratories. Even laboratories that by and large use the FBI techniques
have often adopted a quantitative match criterion that differs from the FBI’s. In this
document the current Cellmark match criterion will be summarized along with their
method for constructing floating bins. Copies of the Cellmark protocol are also included
at the end of the document. Secondly, the match criterion that Cellmark originally used
around 1988 and 1989 is reviewed and shown to differ from the current match criteria.
Lastly, documentation and discussion of the application of Cellmark’s match criteria are
provided and shown to be inconsistent with Cellmark’s written protocol and standard
practice in the forensic community.
Current Match Criteria and Floating Bin Technique
Appendix A contains copies of Cellmark’s current match criterion and method for
constructing floating bins. From this we note the following. Cellmark has a different
quantitative match criterion for compared samples that have been analyzed on the same
gel and autorad (intragel) vs. those run on different autorads and gels (intergel). In
general the intergel match criteria is wider than the intragel match criteria. This is a
reasonable state of affairs since there is good empirical evidence that identical samples
run on different gels are more likely to be separated by a greater distance than samples on
the same gel.
For evidence and known samples on the same gel (most frequent type of comparison) the
match criteria for profiles with three or more single-locus probe results (most frequent
type of sample) is that they be no more than two resolution units apart. A resolution unit
is a term that is original and unique to Cellmark. Originally they were defined as the
number of base pairs that cover one millimeter on an autorad (see appendix B).
Effectively, Cellmark has created 13 intervals (shown below) with different match
criteria. From the table below it is clear that as the size of the DNA fragment gets larger
the match criteria gets wider. This is also reasonable since the measurement error is
larger for large DNA fragments than it is for small DNA fragments.

Cellmark Resolution Units Defined
Size Range, in kilobases
2.04-3.00
3.01-4.07
4.08-5.09
5.10-6.11
6.12-7.13
7.14-8.14
8.15-9.16
9.17-10.18
10.19-11.2
11.21-12.22
12.23-14.33
14.34-19.19
19.20-25

Resolution unit expressed as a % of
band size at midpoint
1.15%
1.2%
1.4%
1.7%
1.95%
2.25%
2.35%
2.6%
2.9%
3.4%
3.6%
4.2%
5.15%

As an example two compared bands that fall in the range 6.12-7.13 kb could differ by no
more than 3.9% of their midpoint (assuming intragel samples with three or more singlelocus probes).
Once samples have been declared to match the next step in the process is to determine
frequencies of these profiles. For these samples what is required is an estimate of how
common or rare matching DNA fragments are in the population of interest. The
Cellmark protocol states that a floating bin should be constructed that is one resolution
unit greater than the match criteria. Thus, for intragel matches with three or more singlelocus probes this means that the size of the floating bins should be ± 3 resolution units.
Original Cellmark Match Criteria
Appendix B contains a document that was provided to the defense in the 1989 case of
California vs. Axell, to describe the Cellmark match criteria. At that time Cellmark’s
match criterion was more conservative. An intragel match required that compared bands
fall within one resolution unit and integel comparisons within two resolution units.
Additionally, the floating bins size was set to exactly the same size as the match criteria.
Sometime around 1991 Cellmark changed the match criteria and floating bin definitions.
The original floating bin sizes summarized in the appendix B memo was criticized as too
small. The reason for this is that when floating bins are constructed one then, in effect,
searches a database for matching bands. A database can be viewed as a collection of
many samples and a large number of different gels and autorads. Thus, according to
Cellmark’s own definition of matches the search through a database should employ a
window that is at least 2 resolution units in size. Whether this criticism was important for
the ultimate change in the Cellmark protocol is unclear but nevertheless, Cellmark did
make the appropriate change when they increased the size of the floating bin relative to
their match criteria.

Inconsistent Application of these Protocols
In case work Cellmark adjusts the size of their floating bins depending whether the match
is good or bad. This type of adjustment is not described in their protocol nor is it
supported by published research. Worse yet Cellmark is the only forensic laboratory that
makes this type of adjustment. In particular if an intragel match has one or more bands
with a difference of less than 2 resolution units but greater that 1 resolution unit,
Cellmark follows their written protocol. In other words they construct floating bins of
three resolution units on all bands to compute frequencies. If all bands in the profile are
less than 1 resolution unit different, then Cellmark computes frequencies based on two
resolution unit floating bins. In other words the relative rarity of matching profiles is
determined by whether the analysts had a good day or a bad day in the lab. This is of
course nonsensical. The match criterion is what guides how common or rare matches are.
It does not matter if a particular case has evidence and known samples which are exactly
the same size or are all at the two resolution limit, the frequency of finding matches in the
population is not affected.
The absurdity of this practice is illustrated dramatically in the case of Colorado vs Harlan.
In this case several samples were run on a single gel. On set of samples required a two
resolution unit match criterion and the other set a one resolution unit match criterion. The
report from this case is reproduced in appendix 3. A summary of the evidence and
contrasts is given below.
Evidence and Known Samples (Colorado vs. Harlan)
Evidence Samples
01
03
04
Knowns
05
06

X1
X2

Vaginal swab
Female cells
Male fraction
Gun stain
Sweat pants
Victim
Suspect Harlan

Cellmark called a match between 03 and 05 and between 01X1 and 05 using a one
resolution unit match criteria. They then constructed three resolution unit floating bins
and the five-locus match probability was 1 in 6.5 million (Caucasian). Cellmark also
declared a match between 06 and 01X2 but stated this was with a one resolution unit
match criteria. Thus, the frequency for this match was computed using two resolution
unit floating bins and was reported to be 1 in 590 billion. Although the profiles are
different (05 vs. 06) the major reason for the huge difference is the different size floating
bins.

